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IV. The Floor Trader in Relation to Problems of Organization, Man-
agement, and Regulation of Members of the Exchange

A. Background

Floor traders are members who spend most of
their time on the floor of the Exchange trading
for their own account.1 The total volume of trad-
ing by floor traders on the Exchange would not ap-
pear to be large in relation to total Exchange
volume. Based upon reports filed by the Exchange
with the Commission, floor tradem participated
in 4.3 percent and 2.7 percent of the transactions on
the Exchange for the years 1959 and 1960,
respectively.

Aggregate figures do not, however, indicate the
stocks in which floor trading activity may be con-
centrated, the volume of trading by individual floor
traders, or the timing of particular transactions.
Previous studies of floor trading on the Exelmnge
have shown that floor traders tend to concentrate
their activity in the more active stocks; that a
small group of floor traders have azf.~unted for
most floor trading activity on the Exchange; 2
and that floor traders on the Exchange enjoy a
material advantage over the public through im-
mediate access to market developments. The main
argument in favor of floor trading h~s been that

1 See See I B, supra.. Under this definition, approximately 30

members of the Exchange can be classified as floor traders The
~legregat~on Report described the floor trader as follows:

"The floor trader has no contact with the pubhc, extends no
credit, and usually does not maintain an independent office. He
is a professional speculator who deals in securities for ~uick
profits. He constantly seeks opportunities for rapid turnover
and he prefers to liquidate a position swiftly whether his trading
shows a profit or a loss. His activities are seldom restricted to
a particular security or group of securities and, unlike the spe-
cialist, he professes no responsibility for the maintenance of a
fair and orderly market. He does not solicit brokerage business
and his brokerage function is distinctly of minor importance. He
has few personal customers but occasionally is entrusted with
the execution of large orders by members or firms who desire to
conceal their presence in the market. Generally, however, the
floor trader prefers to remain independent. Hence, he is not
restrained in his trading by the forces of competition for broker-
age business or the necessity for retaining the good will of
customers."

~ Based on reports filed by floor traders with the Exchange
and the Commission, In 1959 the ten most active floor traders
on the Exchange accounted for 57 pece~nt of total floor trading
volume ; in 1960, the ten most active floor traders accounted for
50 percent of such volume.

this activity adds liquidity to the market and helps
to narrow the spread between prices.

An early draft of the Exchange Act would have
limited floor trading to odd-lot dealers and spe-
cialists. Section 11(a) of the Exchange Act~ 
passed, although not prohibiting floor t~ading,
gives the Commission extremely broad power over
such trading~ including the power to prohibit it
entirely by rule. The Commission has never exer-
cised its power but instead, consistent with the
philosophy of self-regulation, h~ permitted the
exchanges to regulate the conduct of their own
members on the floor.

In 1945, the New York exchanges put into ef-
fect a series of rules to regulate floor trading,s

In 1947 and again in September 1953, both
changes relaxed their restrictions. During the
period from 1953 to 1959, the only Exchange rule
directly regulating floor trading was one which
provided that members when trading on the floor
for their own accounts "shall not congregate in a
particular stock" or "individually or as a group,
intentionally or unintentionally, dominate the
market" or "be conspicuous" in the general market
or in the market in a particular stock. This rule
remains in effect as Rule 110(a).

In early 1~59, the Staff of the Division of Trad-
lug and Exchanges made an analysis of floor trad-
ing o~ the Exchange. This study confirmed the
conclusions of previous studies. It revealed that

~ In 1945 the staff of the Division of Tradin~ and Exchange~
recommended a Commission rnle prohibitin~ fl~or trading on
the two New York exchanges. See Securities Exchange Act
Release No 3727 (1945L This recommendation was based on
the grounds that 1) floor traders enjoy a material advantage
over other peI’~onu using the facilities of the exchange, such as
up-to-the-minute and detailed information on market develop-
ments, advantageous commission rates and the ability to engage
in concerted action, 2) the combination of floor trading with the
brokerage function works to the disadvantages of that function ;
and 3) floor trading on the whole detracts from the orderliness
of market movements since, by tending to trade in active markets
and active stocks, the floor trader accelerates price t~’ends and
accentuates price fluctuations. After holding a public conference
on the proposed rule, the Commission decided to withhold action
in order to permit the New York exchanges to put into effect
experimentally a number of rules to regulate floor trading
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(1) floor traders on the Exchange concentrated
their activities almost exclusively in the more
active stocks; (2) floor traders "dominated" the
market by frequently purchasing relatively large
blocks of stock in a single transaction, and as a
group they effected transactions in what appeared
to be a concerted manner; and (3) the most active
floor trader, Louis Alter,~ concentrated his activi-
ties at the Gilligan, Will post. At the time of the
report Alter was registered as specialist in one
stock (Electric Bond and Share Company) traded
at the Gilligan, Will post. The report also noted
that since 1949 the Exchange had taken only one
disciplinary action against a floor trader.5

After extensive discussions with the Division
of Trading and Exchanges, the Exchange on
June 15, 1959 adopted two rule changes regarding
floor trading activity. The first, aimed at the
Alter situation, prohibited a specialist from floor
trading in stocks located at his post other than
those in which he was registered as specialist2
The second change created what is now the basic
floor trading rule (Rule 110) by adding to the
prior provisions regarding congregating and
dominating (paragraph (a)) new provisions 
hibiting floor traders from making purchases on
their own bids on "plus ticks," and limiting the
amount of offered stock that may be purchased on
"plus ticks" or "zero plus ticks." ~ In recommend-
ing that the Commission indicate no objection to
these rule changes the Division of Trading and
Exchanges stated that the amended Rule 110
would be acceptable only on the assumption that
it would be vigorously enforced.

The Exchange has pointed to its new floor trad-
ing rules and their enforcement as a model of self-
regulation. In testimony on July 10, 1961, before
the Subcommittee on Commerce and Finance of
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

~ See Sec. III B, supra. Alter also made frequent off-board
purchases of blocks of securities in which GUligan w~s the
specialist; these purchases were usually private placements ar-
ranged by Gllligan. Alter’s son, Francis, is currently a spe-
cialist In Joint accounts veith Gilligan, Will, in 33 securities

¯ The resulting penalty was a $250 fine
a Rule 188.
~ A "plus tick" is a sale price which Is above the last reported

sale price. A "zero plus tick" ts a sale prrice which is above the
last different reported sale price. In April 1960, the Exchange
relaxed the 1959 restrictions without objection from the Com-
mission, on the ground that the rule was more restrictive than
the equivalent New York Stock Exchange rule. The amended
rule permits a floor trader, with the approval of a floor official, to
make a "plus tick" bid above the previous day’s close provided
the price will not ~et a new high for the trading session The
amended rule also makes it easter for the floor trader to buy
more stock on "plus ticks."

Commel’ce, Reilly described the elaborate Ex-
cllange regulatory and reporting system designed
to control floor trading and concluded that floor
trading on tile Exchange was "inconsequential." s
A very recent Exchange report stated :

The Floor Trader is really no longer a problem. He has

so many burdles to take in the form of rules and pro-
hibitions that he can function only with great difficulty.
No longer (’an he accent~,,qte a trend or dominate a market.

The rules of our Exchange have thoroughly tied his

hands?

B. Conduct of Floor Traders

In order to test the effectiveuess of Exchange
regulation of floor trading, this investigation con-
centrated on the accuracy and completeness of
floor trading reports and possible use of certain
devices to evade the reporting requirements and
the floor trading rule; ,o ~nd the nature and extent
of floor trading at the Gi]ligan, Will post.

I. Evasion of the Flour Trading Rule and Related
Reporting Requirements

The Exchange requires that members file re-
ports of all floor trading transactions with the
Exchange and the Commission. A determina-
tion by the regulatory authorities of the effective-
ness of the floor trading rule and the adequacy
of its enforcement depends primarily upon the
accuracy and completeness of these reports.
Several studies of Exchange floor trading by the
Division of Trading and Exchanges were based
almost exclusively on data obtained from them.

To test the accuracy of th~ floor trading re-
ports, the transactions of five active floor traders
as set forth in their brokerage accounts were
compared with the transactions as set forth in
the floor .trading reports during a sample three-
month period2~ In the case of all five traders
there were major differences between their floor
trading reports a.nd what appeared to be floor
trading in their brokerage accounts.

One of the floor traders, William J. Halpern,
filed floor trading reports during the period show-

s Hearings before Subcommittee of the House Committee on

Interstate and Foreig~ Commerce on H J. Res 438, p. 164 et se~l.
A lift of floor trading disciplinary actions was introduced by the
Exchange into the record of the hearing to demonstrate rigorous
enforcement of the rules.

~ American Stock Exchange, Surveillance Program (Sept.
1961). p. 9.

a* Whenever the term "floor trading rule" Is used In the text,
reference is made to Exchange Rule 110.

t~ The samp]~e permd was January through March 196I The
five traders were : Stephen W. Denman, Eugene F. Duns. Wdliam
3" YIalpern, Hugh D. Newman, and W. T Wuestehube

96-746 O~63~pt. 4----~52
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ing a total of 3,700 shares bought and 500 shares
sold. His broken~ge account for the same period
reflected a total of 74,000 shares bought and a
similar amount sold. Halpern admitted that all
transactions in his brokerage account were floor
trading transactions and that he should have filed
reports covering all such transactions, lie stated
that in the past he had forgotten to file a few re-
ports and, although an Exchange clerk called him
a few times, no further action was taken. Since
the Exchange did not seem interested in pursuing
the matter, Halpern’s reporting activities dimin-
ished until he was filing only sporadic reports.12

Three traders, Stephela W. Penman, Eugene F.
Dlmn, and W. T. Wnestehube, claimed that the
substantial differences between their floor trad-
ing reports and their brokerage accounts resulted
from "off-floor" transactions made by telephone
from the Exchange restaurant and neighborhood
drug stores2s It is interesting to note that the dif-
ferences in reporting by these three traders were
inainly on the purchase side, where the floor trad-
ing rule contains its inost severe restrictions.
Thus, even accepting their explanation at face
value as accounting for all the discrepancies, it
must be conchlded that they evaded the rule by
leaving the floor to engage in "off-floor" telephone
transactions.

The floor trading rule exempts from ItS pro-
hibitions orders "originating off the floor." In a
1960 interpretation of the mile, the Exchange de-
fined the "floor" to include the entrances and lob-
bies of the Exchange building. It has been seen
that certain floor traders (assuming the accuracy
of their explanations of discrepancies in tlleir re-
ports) have ex~aded tile t~equireinents of the rule by
deliberately leaving the Exchange building for
the purpose of telephoning m’ders to the Exeliange
floor from various drug stores and restaurants.
Other traders have seemingly violated the rule by
leaving the confines of the floor and phoning
orders from the Exchange restaurant located with-
in the Exchange building’ to $2 broker friends on

~ See Sec, V C, in~’ra,
~For example, Wuestehube’s floor trading reports for the

period showed 81,900 shareu bought and 134,400 shares sold.
HIs brokerage account reflected a total of 160,400 shares bought
and 150,300 sold. One of the traders, Hugh D~ Newman. claimed
that much of his trading was effected from his office or home
where he has a ticker

the floor2 ~ Floor traders have thus been able to
circumvent the rule with remarkable ease. When
floor traders effect transactions by "off floor"
telephone calls on the basis of information
gathered from their position on the floor, they
are engaging in the very activity which the rule
was designed to prevent.

Within recent weeks, when Exchange officials
became aware that the Staff was investigating this
matter, the Exchange swiftly responded by adopt-
ing a new policy, the effect of which is to prohibit
a ~nember from executing an off-the-floor trade on
any day after he has been on the floor.’~

2. Floor Trading at the Gilligan, Will Post

Prerious studies have indicated a concentration
of activity by certain floor traders at the Gilligan,
Will post2s Louis Alter and George De Martini
were the most persistent of these floor traders,t*

Louis Alter, George De Martini and other
traders habitually frequented a bench located in
clo~ proximity to the Gilligan, Will post. On
an indication of activity these floor traders would
drift toward the post. Often Alter and De Mar-
tini would trade in concert2s For example, be-
tween May 12 and May 21, 1959, they were the only
floor traders making purchases and sales of Servo-
Mechanisms, a Gilligan stock. During this period
many trades of De Martini and Alter in this stock
were either clocked at the same time or within a
minute of one another.

The volume of trading in Gilligan stocks by
these two floor tra~ters is revealing. During the
year 1959 Louis Alter purchased approximately
600,000 shares and sold about the same number;
of his total transactions approximately 90% were
in Gilligan stocks2s During the same year De

~ It nvould seem that the 1960 Exchange interpretation which
defined the Exchange buildlng’s entrances as being part of the
floor would include its restaurant, which is located within the
building. However, of the floor traders who testified ca the sub-
ject, two were of the opinion that the Exchange restaurant was
not a part of the floor. Of the two who testified that they con-
sidered the Exchange restaurant part of the floor, one admitted
to violating the rule by phoning orders from the restaurant.

~ Exchange Interpretation of Rule 110, December 12, 1961.
~ See Sec. IV A, ~upra.
~The relationship between Gallgan and Alter has been

scribed In Sec, IV A, supra.. With respect to George De Martini
and Gllligan, see Sec. III A(2) and Sec III B(3), (5), supra.

~ l~or a period in 19fl0, Alter and De Martini were associated
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Martini purchased approximately 500,000 shares
and sold approxitnately 650,000 shares. Of his
total transactions approximately 83% were in Gil-
ligan stocks. Alter bar testified that he traded in
Gilligan, Will stocks because he was familiar with
the post and because it was the most active post on
the floor. He thought that trading there "was the
best chance to make a dollar." In his testimony
before the Staff, De Mart.’ui stated with respect to
his floor trading activities that be was a "big
player."

But Alter and De Martini were not alone in con-
centrating their trading activity at the Gilligan,
Will post. W. T. Wuestehube and Stephen W.
Denman often acted together on the floor and con-
centrated their activity at that post. During 1959,
Wuestehube purchased some 270,000 shares and
sold almost the same number; approximately 43%
of his total transactions were in Gilligan stocks.
In 1959 Denman purchased some 459,000 shares
and sold approximately the same number; of his
total transactions about 48% were in Gilligan
stocks.

In the year 1959 the composite trading picture of
these four floor traders accounted for approxi-
mately 25% of all floor trading transactions on the
Exchange. Their trading at the Gilligan post
represented 17% of all floor trading on the Ex-
change for that year. Nor did the rule changes
of June 15, 1959 prevent the concentration of floor
trading activity at the Gilligan, Will post. For
the period from January 1 through June 15, 1959,
almost 95% of Alter’s trading activity was con-
centrated in Gilligan stocks as against 76% for
the remainder of the year, while De Martini’s
trading dropped from 85% to 69%. On the other
hand, the trading of Wuestehube and Denman at
the Gilligan, Will post increased after June 15,
from 41% to 46% in the case of Wuestehube and,
from 44% to 54% in the case of Denman.:° Dur-
ing 1960, Alter devoted almost 60% of his floor
trading activity to Gilligal~
devoted about 75%.

On November o-5,1959 the Division of Trading
and Exchanges had notified the Exchange of A1-
ter’s continued activity in Gilligan stocks and the
Exchange bad exacted a promise from Alter that

~" Statistical studies of aU floor trading on the Exchange show
that Rule 110 was generally Ineffective to curtail floor trading
activity on the Exchange. (See Appendix VI)

he would terminate all his trading at the Gilligan,
~Vill post. As seen, this promise was not kept.
On January 23, 1961, the Committee on Floor
Transactions delegated Re.illy to speak to Alter
about his continued trading at the Gilligan, Will
post. Finally, on May 22, 1961, two weeks after
the issuance of the order of investigation of the
Exchange, Alter was fined $250 and his trading
privileges were suspended for 60 days for domi-
nating trading in the stock of Electronics Corpora-
tion of America on May 9 and for co,~centrating
his activities at the Gilligan, Will post on May 17.
This fine and 60-day suspension were more severe
than any penalty imposed on a floor trader during
the previous 12 years.

Action taken against De Martini during the
1959-1961 period likewise was ineffective to cur-
tail his propensity for trading in Gilligan stocks.
On August 24, 1959, De Martini was called before
the Committee on Floor Tr’_tnsactions for concen-
trating his trading activities at the Gilligan, Will
post. As a result, De Martini stated that he would
"cooperate" and curtail his trading activities at
that post in the future, ttowever, De Martini also
stated that he had the following long positions:
102,000 shares of E1-Tronics; 85,000 shares of
Guild Films; and 100,000 shares of Consolidated
New Pacific, and he felt it was "necessary" for
him to remain ~t the Gilligan, Will post until he
could "work out" this stock. The Committee
thought it proper that De Martini trade at the
Gilligan, Will post until his positions were con-
siderably reduced. The Committee did not ques-
tion Do Martini as to tlm circumstances of his
acquisition of these large blocks of Gilligan stocks
or the propriety of l~is distributing them on the
ttoor.

At the same meeting, De Martini and Denman
were questioned about their practice of leaving
their limited orders at Gilligan’s post on green
slips of paper. They were direc~d to use the ap-
proved uniform white order slip. The record does
not disclose whether the Committee sought to as-
certain why these floor traders were using slips
that would distinguish their orders from those of
the public.

Despite De Martini’s pledge of cooperation, he
continued to concentrKte heavily in Gilligan stocks.
At the January 23, 1961 meeting of the Committee,
Reilly was also delegated to speak to De Martini
about his continued activity at the Gilligan post.
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Again on April 17, 1961, the minutes of the
Committee on Floor Transactions state that De
Martini was called before the Committee because
of possible violations of the floor trading rule in
connection with certain substantial transactions
in Acme-Hamilton, a Gilligan stock, on April 10.
At the conclusion of the discussion Reilly stated
that he was satisfied that no violation existed, but
he cautioned De Martini about the possibility of
affiliation with a specialist and stated that he would
continue to look into the matter. It was shortly
thereafter that De Martini /vas asked by Reilly
to become a specialist.21

Other floor trading activities of De Martini are
worthy of note. Between March 6 and July 29,
1959, Do Martini purchased 94,000 shares and sold
144,700 shares of Consolidated New Pacific ("New
Pacific"), a Gilligan stock32 At all times during
this period De Martini was long in New Pacific,
except that at one point during the morning of
July 28 he was short some 10,500 shares, which he
substantially covered later in the day by purchas-
ing some 10,000 shares. De Martini was involved
in 30% of all transactions in New Pacific stock on
that day. The next day, July 29, was the effective
date of a registration statement covering a public
offering of 1,265,000 shares of New Pacific stock,
to be sold from time to time on the basis of r~-
ported prices or quotations on the Exchange. At
the beginning of July the price of New Pacific had
been 1~6. By July 27 the price had risen to 1%6.
At the close of trading on July 28 the price was
1~A6. It is obvious that De Martini’s trading on
and prior to that date had an effect on the quoted
price on the Exchange at the time of commence-
ment of the offering.

De Martini had other connections with the New
Pacific underwriting. He testified that he intro-
duced the president of New Pacific to the presi-

,1 See See. III A(2), supra.

~* During all of 1959 De ~artln! purchased 102,100 and sold
150,600 shares of New Pacific.

dent of Biltmore Securities,~ a broker-dealer firm
which subsequently engaged in an over-the-counter
distribution of some of the New Pacific shares
covered by the registration statement. In Decem-
ber, 1959, De Martini purchased 92,000 shares of
New Pacific, covered by the registration statement,
off-board through Giliigan, Will, at a substantial
discount, some of which were distributed on the
Exchange.

One final aspect of the floor trading activity of
both Alter and De Martini may be mentioned.
Both participated heavily in openings and clos-
ings according to their reports of floor trades in
1959. About 20% of all their trades in that year
took place within ten minutes after the opening or
tea minutes prior to the closing. Fifty percent
of Alter’s purchases and 75% of De Martini’s pur-
chases at the opening were on "plus" or "zero plus
ticks," indicating that the specialist must have
had ~n excess of buy orders at the opening and
Alter’s and De Martini’s purchases could only have
added to this imbalance. (See Appendix VII.)
The two floor traders also bought heavily ou "plus"
or "zero plus ticks" at the close, either establishing
or helping to establish a higher closing price.

Louis Alter sold his Exchange seat in June,
1961, one month after the institution of this in-
vestigatiom George De Martini is currently regis-
tered as a speciMist.

C. Conclusion

For purposes of the present report on organiza-
tion, management, and regulation of conduct of
members, it is sufficient to state the obvious con-
clusion that the floor trading rule and its enforce-
m~nt by th~ Exchange have not be~n effective in
controlling floor trading activity--notwithstand-
ing that the Exchange has expressed particular
satisfaction with its accomplishments in this are~.

¯ a On November 24, 1961 the broker-dealer registration of Bl/t-
more Securities was revoked by the Commission for multiple
violations of the anti-fraud provisions of the Securities Acts.
These violations occurred between 1958 and 1960. See Exchange
Act Release No. 6673.
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V. Regulation by the Exchange of Its Members

A. Introduction

Measured by the conduct of its members de-
scribed in preceding sections of this report, the
supervision and disciplining of Exchange mem-
bers by the Exchange have not been effective. In
this concluding section, the report describes the
procedures by which the Exchange supervises and
disciplines its members and analyzes the operation
of these procedures in specific situations.

B. The Regulatory Pattern

The Exchange Act contemplates that the re-
sponsibility for regulation of the conduct of mem-
bers of national exchanges be divided between
the exchanges and the Commission, the initial
and direct responsibility being placed on the ex-
changes t~hemselves.1 All securities exchanges are
required to register with the Commission unless
exemptedY The Exchange was registered with
the Commission on September P~3, 1934. At the
time of its registration the Exchange was required
to agree "to comply, and to enforce . . . compli-
ance by its members, with the provisions of [the
Exchange Act] . . . and any rule or regula-
tion . . . thereunder.’’s The registration was
granted upon a finding by the Commission that
the Exchange was "so organized as to be able to
comply with the provisions of [the Exchange
Act] . . . and the rules and regulations there-
under and that the rules of the exchange are just
and adequate to ensure fair dealing and to protect
investors .... ""

The rules of the Exchange are required to "in-
clude provision for the expulsion, suspension, or
disciplining of a member for conduct or proceed-
ing inconsistent with just and equitable principles
of trade, and [to] declare that the willful viola-

x See "Stock Exchange Regulation,’" Letter of Transmittal from
the President of the United States to the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency with an Accompanying Report
Relative to Stock Exchange Regulations, Senate Committee Print.
73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934) pp.

~ Sec 5
aSec.
¯Sec. fl(d).

tion of any provisions of [the Exchange Act] . ..
or any rule or regulation thereunder shall be con-
sidered conduct or proceeding inconsistent with
just and equitable principles of trade.’’5 It has
been held that this requirement places a duty
upon the exchanges to enforce such rules and
regulations,e

The Commission has broad residual powers over
the exchanges under the Exchange Act. It has
the power, after notice and opportunity for hear-
ing, to suspend or withdraw the registration of
an exchange, to suspend or expel any member or
officer of an exchange, and to alter or supplement
exchange rules dealing with a variety qf matters.~

The entire statutory scheme contemplates self-
regulation by the exchanges with supervisory
power lodged in the Commission. This privi-
leged self-regulatory status enjoyed by the ex-
changes carries with it the responsibility of acting
in the public interest. If that responsibility is
not borne by the exchanges, the Commission must
take appropriate action.

C. Supervision of Members

Both the standing committees and members of
the Exchange staff have duties in connection with
the detection of wrongdoing and the supervision
of me.mbers. In general, staff members have no
authority independently to investigate member
conduct and their activities are restricted to re-
porting to the committees and handling clerical
work. Although the President appoints and
supervises the staff, the tendency has been for that
part of the staff which has duties in connection
with member supervision and discipline to be sub-
ject to the direct control of the standing
committees.

The floor governors (members of the Committee
on Floor Transactions) have the responsibility of
supervising the trading posts to which they are
assigned. Situations calling for possible remedial

~ Sec. 6(b).
~ Baird v. Franklin, 141F 2d 238 (2d Cir. 1944)t, cert. denied,

232 U S. 737
~ Sec. 19(a)(1); Sec. 19(a)(3); Sec~ 
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or disciplinary action, such as failure by a spe-
cialist to maintain a fair and orderly market in
a security, violation of floor trading rules, or ma-
nipulative activities, are referred to the chairman
of the Committee on Floor Transactions.

The Department of Floor Transactions of the
Exchange has the task of maintaining surveillance
over the Exchange market and of reporting to the
chairman of the Committee on Floor Transactions
any situations which may indicate violations of
the Exchange Act or the constitution or rules of
the Exchange. The Department of Floor Trans-
actions has only five men of professional caliber to
handle its responsibilities?

In the surveillance of trading by specialists, the
Exchange relies upon reports filed by specialists
of transactions for their own account in securities
in which they are registered. Until August 1961,
however, these reports were required only when
the Committee on Floor Transactions deemed it
advisable. Under a new rule adopted by the Ex-
change in August 1961 specialists are required to
file daily reports of such transactions.9 It is not
possible to judge the effectiveness of this rule
since, more than two months after its adoption,
it was not yet being enforced.

Over-the-counter transactions by members in
securities traded on the Exchange are required to
be reported to the Exchange on a weekly basis.
These reports could have provided another tool
for the surveillance of specialist activities.1°

Critical to the operations of the Res and Gilligan
were the large volume of off-board purchases made
by them for accounts in which they had an inter-
est, and which they would have been required to
report. It is difficult to obtain a picture of total
transactions by any given member, however, since
the reports are filed in chronolo~cal sequence.
Until 1961 the principal purpose of the Exchange
in reviewing over-the-counter transactions in
listed securities was to determine how much busi-
ness was being lost to the over-the-counter market.
The present purpose of this surveillance program
is to ensure compliance with Rules 5 and 6 of the
Exchange, which require members to maintain
bids and offers on the Exchange when making
over-the-counter transactions.

* See See. I D(6L supra.
* Rule 191
xo Under Rule 187, as amended May 18, 1961, specialists are, in

effect, prohibited from purchasing off-board any security In which
they are registered as specialists.

The Exchange has adopted an elaborate system
for the supervision of floor traders and enforce-
ment of the rule which regulates their conduct.’1

This system depends in large part upon the re-
quired filing of reports by floor traders.12 Floor
traders are required to file two reports with the
Exchange. On one of these reports, every mem-
ber must, at the close of each trading day during
which he has engaged in floor trading, list every
such transaction, together with the time and
"tick." The information in these daily reports is
transcribed onto a weekly report for each member,
which is filed with the Commission and which
provides data for Commission studies of the
volume and character of floor trading.

In addition, all members of the Exchange are
required to file a weekly report showing totals of
purchases and sales for the week in each category,
i.e., floor trading, specialist trading, off-the-floor
trading. These reports are not filed with the
Commission but are tabulated by the Exchange
and the results of the tabulation are sent to the
Commission.

As early as July 1956 the Division of Trading
and Exchanges indicated to the Exchange that
there were certain discrepancies between the in-
formation on the daily reports and the weekly
reports filed by floor traders. The Exchange ex-
plained the discrepancies by the fact that there
were differences in the reporting requirements.
Transactions involving warrants, rights, or arbi-
trage were not required to be reported. The Ex-
change apparently took no further action to
determine whether the reports were accurate.

During the course of the current investigation
it became apparent that the reports filed by one
or more floor traders contained substantial dis-
crepanc~es from their books, which could not be
accounted for by the explanation which the Ex-
change had made in 1956. These discrepancies,
which are discussed in detail above in Section IV,
make it clear that the Exchange’s program for
supervising floor traders has not been fully effec-
tive. It was determined that the Exchange never,
even on a spot-check basis, compared floor traders’
reports with their brokerage accounts.

Staff members of the Exchange’s two regulatory
departments--Floor Transactions and Outside
Supervision--are given little authority to inves-

Rule 110.
See See. IV B(1), supra.
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tigate or follow up reported violations of law or
the Exchange constitution or rules or customers’
complaints. No staff member has authority to
interrogate a member of the Exchange or to de-
velop charges against a member or member firm.
Authority in the regulatory field is held tightly
in the hands of the Committees on Floor Trans-
actions and Outside Supervision.

Besides its lack of authority, the Exchange staff
is made less effective by the absence of any formal
procedures by which it can present any findings it
may have made to the government of the Ex-
change. Staff members handling regulatory mat-
ters are responsible to the Committees on Floor
Transactions and Outside Supervision. The Di-
rector of the Department of Floor Transactions
generally reports orally to the Chairman of the
Committee on Floor Transactions on unusual trad-
ing activities. It is thus easy to see how such mat-
ters can be ignored or forgotten.

The semi-annual audit of the books of mem-
bers has been largely ineffective. At least until
the latter part of 1961, the staff examiners did not
perform a complete audit but examined the books
only in order to discover violations of margin and
minimum net capital requirements. Furthermore,
no audit of any kind was performed on member
firms who were also members of the New York
Stock Exchange, since the Exchange took the posi-
tion that the audits performed by the examiners
of the New York Stock Exchange were adequate
to protect the interests of the public. Until re-
cently, the only examination of the books of Ex-
change specialists using member firms of the New
York Stock Exchange as clearing agents was the
audit of the books of their clearing agents by New
York Stock Exchange examiners, who could have
had little interest in detecting violations of rules
relating to American Stock Exchange specialists.

The inadequacy of the auditing procedures of
the Exchange may have been a reason for the fail-
ure of the Exchange to detect the activities of the
Res. A complete audit of their books, not limited
in purpose to the detection of margin and mini-
mum net capital violations, would presumably
have disclosed the great volume of their off-board
trading in securities in which they were registered
as specialists, such as Swan-Finch Oil Corpora-
tion.

President McCormick indicated in late October
1961 that the Exchange had recently hired five ad-
ditional examiners and that henceforth all books
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of members or their clearing agents, including
those who are members of the New York Stock
Exchange, will receive a complete audit. It is too
early to estimate the effectiveness of this reform,
but it is believed that the new auditing proce-
dures, if effectively undertaken and not unduly
limited in scope and purpose, will constitute an im-
portant improvement in the supervisory program
of the Exchange.

D. Disciplinary Responsibilities and
Procedures

As noted above, the constitution of the Ex-
change provides, pursuant to Section 6 (b) of the
Exchange Act, that any member who willfully
violates any provision of the Exchange Act shall
be deemed to be guilty of an act inconsistent with
just and equitable principles of trade23 It would
not appear to be the policy of the Exchange, pur-
suant to any provision of the constitution or other-
wise, to discipline or regulate the conduct of mem-
’hers in connection with the violation of any other
provision of law, including the closely related
Securities Act.

The lack of concern over the possible participa-
tion by members in violations of the Securities
Act is clearly illustrated by the following incident.
James R. Dyer testified that on one occasion a
specialist told him in his capacity as a floor gover-
nor that certain securities in which the specialist
was registered being offered on the Exchange were
in all probability part of a block of unregistered
securities being distributed by a controlling per-
son, in violation of the Securities Act. According
to Dyer, he told the specialist that his function
was only to make a market in the security. Dyer’s
reason for taking this attitude was that the broker-
age firm offering the shares was an "old-line
commission house," the type of firm "that wouldn’t
accept an order . . . unless it was proper." Ac-
cordingly, without consulting counsel for the Ex-
change or making any inquiry, Dyer told the
specialist to execute the order without "interfering
in somebody else’s business."

The constitution of the Exchange outlines the
disciplinary procedures of the Exchange and pro-
vides for the imposition of fines and suspension or
expulsion of members for various kinds of mis-
conduct. The principal responsibility for prose-
cuting disciplinary action is placed on the Com-
mittee on Business Conduct, but any standing

xffi Coast., Art. V, Sec. 4(J).
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committee except the Committee on Public Rela-
tions or Arbitration may impose a fine not ex-
ceeding $250 in any case within its jurisdiction.
The Committee on Floor Transactions also has the
authority to suspend the registration of a special-
ist and to suspend the on-floor trading privileges
of any member who has vivlated the rules govern-
ing floor trading.

The Committee on Business Conduct is required
to investigate violations of the constitution or
rules of the Exchange or the Exchange Act or any
rule or regulation thereunder and "to consider
matters brought to its attention by committees of
the Exchange, customers, members or others
involving the possible violation of such provi-
sions .... ,, 1~ Despite this mandate, the Com-
mittee on Business Conduct normally restricts
itself to handling matters referred to it by the
Committees on Floor Transactions and Outside
Supervision. John Brick, the chairman of the
Committee on Business Conduct from 1959 to 1961,
testified that the Committee acted only on matters
referred to it by the Committee on Floor Trans-
actions or Outside Supervision.

This partial abdication of its authority by the
Committee on Business Conduct has left the pros-
ecution of disciplinary actions largely in the hands
of the Committees on Floor Transactions and Out-
side Supervision. Under the practice that has
grown up, these committees have discretion to ini-
tiate a disciplinary proceeding, dismiss a complaint
or charge without a hearing, or refer it to the
Committee on Business Conduct. A member who
has been disciplined by a standing committee or
a member of the committee may appeal to the
Board.

The Committee on Floor Transactions, whose
chairman and all but one of whose members are
specialists, has been anything but zealous in exer-
cising its disciplinary powers and duties over fel-
low members and, in particular, against those
member~ who am specialists. As described in
Section III of this report, Gilligan enjoyed an ap-
parent immunity from disciplinary action al-
though on numerous occasions facts were brought
to the attention of the Committee on Floor Trans-
actions which should have placed its members on
notice of the nature and extent of his operations.
During the period from March 1957 to December
1959, the Committee did not take a single discipli-

Coast., Art. II, Sec. 3(a) (Ninth).

nary action against a specialist although the min-
utes of the Committee show that during that peri-
od specialists were repeatedly called before it to
explain certain questionable trtrnsactions. 15 In
December 1959, the Committee took action against
Rafferty and Jerry Re. The background of the
Committee’s action against Jerry Re is described
in detail below.TM

In other cases, the Committee on Floor Trans-
actions has found members guilty of charges
brought against them but has failed to penalize
them in any effective way. On one occasion, for
example, the Committee found that John Heck
had sold short 3,800 shares of the stock of H. L.
Klion, Inc., in which he was registered as special-
ist, at the opening of the first day of trading in
the stock, and had sold short 600 additional shares
later on the same day, at a price of 3. During the
day, while the price of the stock declined to 2%,
Heck’s only participation was to purchase 100
shares. The Committee found that Heck had vio-
lated Rule 174 in failing to maintain a fair and
orderly market and revoked his specialist regis-
tration for a period of fifteen days. The chair-
man of the Committee berated Heck in strenuous
language and told him that he was "completely
ignorant of the functions and duties of a special-
ist." (At the time Heck had been a specialist for
approximately nine years.) The penalty
amounted to little more than a slap on the wrist,
however, since Heck was expressly allowed to par-
ticipate in the profit and loss derived from trad-
ing at his post and to trade for his own account at
other posts during his suspension as a specialist.
The Committee made no further inquiry into
Heck’s qualifications to act as a specialist. Ifeck
did not exercise his right of appeal to the full
Board.

There is no affirmative requirement that re-
peated violations be brought to the attention of

~ During this period the following specialists were called be-
fore the Committee and the following dispositions were made :
Joseph Decker, Murray Furman and Mark Stuart--failure to
maintain fair and orderly market--admonition : Jerry Re and
Gerard F. Re---failure to perform their specialists’ function--
admonition and indefinite probation in the stock Involved (See
Sec. V E, tn]ra ) ; James Gllllgan--negllgence In selling restricted
stock--admonition ~ Fred Hussoa--fallure to maintain a fair and
orderly market--talked to by chairman of the Committee:
Charles Lel~hner--blckerlng on the trading floor and upsetting
a cross on the floor--talked to by chairman: Raymond Bau--
failure to maintain a fair and orderly market and failure to co-
operate with officials of issuers--talked to by chairman : Joseph
Decker--conduct as a specialist--talked to by chairman

1~ See Sec. V E, in]ra.
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the Committee on Business Conduct or that re-
peated violators be treate~l more strictly than first
offenders. The maximum penalty of $250 which
the Committee on Floor Transactions or Outside
Supervision may impose has not constituted a de-
terrent to certain members of the Exchange.
Charles King & Co., for example, was fined the
maximum amount for violation of margin re-
quirements in July 1957, February 1959, and Feb-
ruary 1960. Pasternack & Co. has been fined the
maximum amount three times since 1959 for fail-
ure to maintain adequate records and once for ex-
cessive trading. The records of the Exchange
contain nulnerous other examples of repeated vio-
lations, but no consideration seems to have been
given to the advisability of referring these cases
to the Committee on Business Conduct.

The Exchange has failed signally to discipline
floor traders for violations of Exchange rules. Be-
tween June 1959, when Rule 110, which placed re-
strictions on floor trading,~7 went into effect, and
July 1961, the Committee on Floor Transactions
heard approximately 75 matters involving sus-
pected violations of Rule 110.TM None of these
proceedings was referred to the Committee on
Business Conduct, and only one resulted in the
suspension of trading privileges for a period as
long as sixty days. The total amount of fines
levied during this period was $2,387.50. Most of
the penalties that were imposed were for violation
of the "freeze" ~s provisions of Rule 110 or for not
posting the white cards which would warn other
floor traders that stock was "frozen". Other vio-
lations were for buying on the wrong "tick" or for
failing to announce the presence of a floor trader
at a post. Only a few disciplinary actions were
based on excessive trading and most of these re-
sulted in warnings.

In the rare instances in which a case is referred
to the Committee on Business Conduct, the Com-
mittee investigates the charges with the help of
members of the Exchange staff, who examine books
and records and do other investigative and cleri-
cal work. Only the Committee, however, has the
power to interrogate accused members or other

~: See See. IV B, supra.
~* The disciplinary action taken against Louis Alter and George

De Martini, two of the principal floor traders, is discussed in
See. IV B, supra.

~ A "freeze" is a period of time during a trading session when.
under Rule 110, floor traders may not purchase a particular
security because the market is rising and other traders have
previously made all the purchases ~ermttted at that time.

witnesses.~° If the Committee finds the charges
to be true, the accused member is notified in writ-
ing of the charges and required to appear at a
meeting of the Board. The charges against the
member are presented to the Board by the Com-
mittee on Business Conduct and the accused is
given an opportunity to answer the charges orally
and in writing and to present witnesses in his
own defense.

The accused is not permitted to be represented
by legal counsel at the hearing before the Board
(or before any standing committee) ~ and the Ex-
change’s own counsel is not permitted to be pres-
ent. The justification given for the exclusion of
legal counsel is that these are business matters,
which can be most expeditiously handled by busi-
nessmen, free from the technicalities which law-
yers would very likely introdt~ce.

Between January, 1959 and July 1~ 1961, the
Board heard charges against only two members.
One of these hearings, which concerned Jerry Re,
is described in a later section of this report.= The
other involved charges against Michael Horowitz,
a $2 broker, for (a) failure to pay to the Exchange
the 1~/.-% transaction charge on commissions
amounting to approximately $170,000 earned be-
tween December 1955 and May 1960; (b) failure
to show certain transactions on his books; (c)
failure to report to the Committee on Floor Trans-
actions the existence of options which he held in
securities listed on the Exchange; (d) making
gifts to employees of a member firm without ob-
taining the written consent of their employers and
without filing written notice with the Committee
on Outside Supervision ; (e) failure to retain can-
celed checks and other records; and (f) failure 
comply with the request of the Committee on
Business Conduct to furnish records.

Itorowitz admitted that he had received his
monthly commissions from three different broker-
¯ ge firms, each in two separate checks. This ar-
rangement was instituted at Horowitz~s request.
ttorowitz each month entered one of the two
checks from each brokerage firm in his books as
income and diverted the other check to his own
personal account, ttorowitz also admitted that

~o Each of the standing committees of the Exchange has the
power to interrogate members and member firms. The Committee,
on Business Conduct and the President have the additional power
to examine or to order before them for examination the books
and records of members and member firms.

=Const., Art V, Section l(d).
~ See See¯ V E, ~yr[;.
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he had made false entries in his books as expenses
for tax purposes.

The Board found ttorowitz guilty of five of the
six charges. It declared him innocent of failure
to report the option, even though he admitted his
guilt. Following the recommendation of the Com-
mittee on Business Conduct, the Board fined him
$5,000 and suspended him from the Exchange for
a period of three months.

The proceedings in the Horowitz case were ex-
tremely slow. The Committee on Outside Super-
vision, after an examiner’s report disclosed the
inadequacy of Horowitz’s records, referred the
matter to the Committee on Business Conduct on
September 23, 1959, a full year before the case was
presented to the Board. Meanwhile, Horowitz
was continuing the complained-of conduct. The
penalty, although serious, hardly seems adequate
in view of the offenses involved, especially since
the constitution of the Exchange provides expul-
sion as the punishment for fraud. Horowitz, by
his own admission, had for years been defrauding
the Exchange and the Federal Government. To
¯ Iorowitz, who was earning over $200,000 a year
in commissions, a fine of $5,000 could not be ex-
pected to provide an adequate deterrent.

When disciplinary action is taken by the Board
or a committee, it is rendered even less effective
by the failure to disclose the action to the public.
Th0 official policy of the Exchange is that all
disciplinary actions will be maxle public except
those in which the public interest is not affected.
In practice, however, the Board and the commit~
tees of the Exchange take the position in almost
every instance that the public interest is not af-
fected and that no public disclosure should be
made. According to the Exchange, the public in-
terest is not affected by such offenses as failure to
meet margin and net capital requirements, exces-
sive trading by floor traders, failure to maintain
adequate records, and failure by member firms to
exercise proper supervision over registered repre-
sentatives. For example, the disciplinary action
described below which resulted in the revocation
of Jerry Re’s specialist registration for 30 days ~

was not disclosed, on the ground that "the public
was not involved."

In 1941 the public governors of the Exchange
recommended that all material disciplinary pro-
ceedings be publicly disclosed, and indeed this

policy was followed by the Exchange until 1949.
The languag~ of the 1941 report by the public gov-
ernors c~n hardly be improved upon :

We realize ttmt it has been the policy of the Exchange
to give full publicity to any and all disciplinary action
that the Exchange has taken as to members, whenever
the offense has involved any financial less on the part of
the public. We likewise understand, however, that the
Exchange has not seen fit to p~blicize disciplinary action
taken with members when it felt that the public interest
was not directly involved. In this last respect, we be-
lieve that such failure to publicize has been a mistake.

A. National Securities Exchange is a quasi-public In-
stitution. If it is to continue to act in that capacity, it
must render a full account of its stewardship to the public
at all times.

A National Securities Exchange has a definite public
service to perform. That service is to maintain a free
market for the sale and purchase of securities. If this
service functions properly, business enterprise will be
aided by the flow of capital into industry.

It must be a fundamental requirement that the mem-
bers of a National Securities Exchange, to whom orders
are entrusted by the public, should so conduct themselves
that the highest degree of confidence may be placed in
their integrity. Once this high stand.ard has been estab-
lished, there is no reason for not apprising the public as
to the commission of a material offense by any member

of the Exchange. The public should be given full inforo
motion so that it may decide for itself whether its interest
has been affected, either directly or indirectly.

E. Exchange Disciplinary Action Involving
the Res

The Re ca~e, which was the immediate occasion
for the Commission’s order of May 12, 1961, in-
stituting ~n investigation of the Exchange, demon-
strates the shortcomings of the Exchange’s
disciplinary procedures even in dealing with floe
grant violations. The Res were repeated violators
of the securities acts and the constitution and rules
of the Exchange. Most of the violations were evi-
dently unknown to, or ignored by, Exchange offi-
cials. In the few that became the subject of
disciplinary proceedings, there seems to have been
a great hesitancy about imposing penalties.

In June 1957, the Res and others were enjoined
by a United States District Court from distribut-
ing unregistered stock of Swan-Finch Oil Corpo-
ration, in which the Res were registered as
specialists, in violation of the Securities Act.
Shortly thereafter, the Res were found guilty by
the Committee on Floor Transactions of failure
properly to perform their specialist functions in
connection with the stock of America~ M~nufac-
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taring Company.2s The Committee imposed no
penalty but instead placed the Res on indefinite
probation, during which they were obliged to file
a daily record of their activities as specialists in
American Manufacturing Company. The pro-
bation was lift~l after six weeks. The record of
the prior violation by the Res does not seem to
have been considered by the Committee, nor does
it appear that the Exchange officials examined the
Res’ activities in any greater detail than they
would have examined the activities of a first of-
fender. Complacency of the kind exhibited on
this occasion must be counted one of the principal
reasons that the Res’ activities were able to escape
detection a~d adequate disciplinary s~nctions.

Another disciplinary proceeding was brought
¯ gainst the Res on November 4, 1959, when the
Committee on Business Conduct preferred
charges against them for violating the Commis-
sion’s short selling rule under the Exchange Act.~5

This proceeding was brought only after the St~ff
of the Commission directed the attention of Ex-
change officials to certain activities of the Res
which appeared to constitute violations of the rules
of the Commission and of the Exchange.

The Res were accused of illegally selling short
stock of Trans Continental Industries, Inc. at
prices below the next preceding different price.
The Res, in a written answer to the charges which
was apparently prepared by counsel, defended on
the ground that the allegedly short sales were
actually long sales, since the Res were under con-
tract to purchase over-the-counter a large number
of shares of Trans Continental Industries, Inc.
Although the Res presented no contemporaneous
evidenco to substantiate their defense a~d their
own records showed no such purchase, the Board
by a vote of 18 to 5 found them innocent.

A number of members of the Board evidently
believed that the Res deserved some penalty.
Upon the suggestion of one of the public gov-
ernors,~s (who had himself voted for ~xluittal),

~ The Exchange has been unable to furnish full information to
the staff concerning this disciplinary action.

z~ Rule 10a-1 (a).
~ According to the minutes, the following statement was made

by Zeckeudorf after the Board meeting: "Speaking as a Public
Governor, I think it is very much in the interest of a public
relations and the relationship with the SEC itself, that we do
take some action on the matters of omission and commission
that were so clearly brought out here that are contrary to proper
business procedures. I hope that will be done at the earliest
possible moment."

the Committee on Floor Transactions hastily met
immediately following the Board meeting and
voted to revoke the specialist registration of Jerry
Re for a period of 30 days for failure to keep
proper records of transactions.2~ Despite the Res’
record, no attempt was made by any official or
member of the Exchange to examine their activi-
ties beyond the narrow scope of the short-sale
charges. It would appear that Exchange officials,
many of whom were specialists or closely associ-
ated with specialist, could not bring themselves
to impose any effective disciplinary measure on
one of the most prominent of their colleagues.

In February 1960, the Commission instituted its
own investigation of the Res which eventually re-
sulted in their expulsion from the ExchangeYs

F. Conclusions

There can be little doubt that in the case of the
American Stock Exchange the statutory scheme
of self-regulation in the public interest has not
worked out in the manner originally envisioned
by Congress. The manifold and prolonged abuses
by specialists and floor traders and other instances
of misconduct described in this report make it
clear that the problem goes beyond isolated viola-
tions and amounts to a general deficiency of stand-
ards and a fundamental failure of controls.

Moreover, it is clear that the problem does not
primarily consist of an absence or inadequacy of
substantive rules of conduct. In certain respects
the rules of the Exchange are stronger than those
of other exchanges and in recent months there has
been a veritable flood of new provisions. Un-
doubtedly there are many areas where the sub-
stantive rules still require substantial improve-
ment, but a mere proliferation of substantive rules
will be useless if the people subject to the rules
do not take them seriously and there are inade-
quate mechanisms for surveillance and enforce-
ment.

It is not too difficult to identify the basic causes
for the manifest failure of self-regulation in the
past: the failure of an important se~oTaent of the

~ Rellly was present at the meeting of the Board and voted
guilty on the short-sale charge. He presided at the subsequent
meeting of the Committee on Floor Transactions. The resolu-
tion of the Committee to punish Jerry Re for failure to keep
proper records was adopted unanimously.

¯ s As to the dearth of disciplinary proceedings taken against
James Gilligan or Gilligan, Will, see See III B(8), ~upra.
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financial community to exercise its share of re-
sponsibility for self-regulation of the Exchange;
the resulting concentration of power in the hands
of a small self-perpetuating group dominated by
specialists; the disproportionate concern with
quantity rather than quality, i.% the emphasis on
enlarging the market through new listings rather
than on the functioning of the market; the dele-
gation of responsibility for supervising floor con-
duct to a committee composed largely of special-
ists; the lack of adequate staff organization and
the failure to grant adequate authority to staff
members---all have played a part. It is in these
areas~ over and above any necessary changes in

substantive rules~ that fundamental correction
must be made.

It is to be hoped that such correction can and
will be accomplished promptly within the present
statutory framework "of self-regulation. But the
Commission must be prepared to exercise its su-
pervisory powers if the necessary reform is not
forthcoming. The Commission’s performance of
-its supervisory role must undoubtedly be strength-
ened for the future--even assuming maximum
achievement in the Exchange~s own program of
reform--if there is to be durable assurance of
proper performance by the Exchange as a major
financial institution in the American economy.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX I

Comparisons of Issues Traded, Total Annual Reported Volume, Total Market Value and Sale Price of Seats
Between the l~ew York Stock Exchange and the American Stock Exchange

L9~ ............................
L651 ............................
L962 ............................

Lg56............................

~958............................

traded

NYSE ASE

1,472 757

I, 522 778
1, &30 i 794
1,52 808
1,508 820
1,502 849

I, ,507 855

I, 528 942

Total ~*nnual reported
volume

NYSE ASE

52A, 799, 621 107,792.340
443, 504, 076 IlL 629, 218
~7, 805,179 10~, 237,657
354, 851. 325 102, 378, 937
573, ~74, 622 162. 948, 716
649, 602, 291 22~, 956, 315
55~, 284.172 228.231,047

747, 058, 306 240. 358. 524
820, 296, 279 374, ~58, 546
7~6, 693, 818 286, 039, 982

t 938. 831, 244 = 448, 997. 3~2

Dec. 31 of issues traded
(0V0’s)

NYSE ASE

$93.807.269 $13.874,293
109, 483, 613 16, 49~ 135
120, 536,170 16, 911,289
I17.257, 20~ 15.298.341
169,148, 544 22,132, 853
207, 699,177 27,146.160
219,175, 881 31,020. 098
195. 570.176 25, 545, 237
276, e65,190I 31,729, 485
307,707,698 26,429,593
30~, 967, 079 24,170, 932

t 392, 000, 960 ’ 30, 000, 000

Sale price ofseats

NYSE

High Low

$54.0@0 $46. 000

5~, 000 39, 00~

88, 000 45, 00~
90,O0O

|13,000 75, 000
89,000 65,000

157, 00~ I ll0, 000
162, (~0 135, 960

¢ 2~0, 0~0 t 150, 000

ASE

High Low

$11,000
15.500 9.50(
14.000 12.0(}(
14, ~00 10,10(

22,000 17,50(
31,500 21,40(
28, 000 2t, 50(
42, 000 18,00(

September 30, 1961.
December 4, 1961.
November 30, 1961.

APPENDIX II

American Stock E¢ehange Personnel Classification

Total

(~v. 7,

~lb~C reletlop~s .......................

Admissions and outside supervision__
Transactions .........................
Mlscellenoous office ...................

Magazine .............................
Telephone quotation .................

~]~1 patrolmen ....................
trig flOor miscellaneous ...........

Tube room ...........................
Reporters .............................

Building maintenance ................

Total ...........................

Executive Clericaland other
and super. ] no~uper-

vising 6 vising

11

7

6

161

CLEARING CORPORATION

C~ntral compm~on ................... 33 6 2~
Day branch .......................... ~2 6 27

~ October 31,
t Approximate, October 31, 1961.
¢ Bidand offer as of Dec. 4,1961.

A~PENDIX III

AMEEICAN STOCK EXCHANGE

Allocation to Specialists of Stocks Admitted to Dealings,
July 1, 1956, through September 30, 1961

During the ~riod July 1, 1956, through Septem~r 30,
1~1, a total of 350 st~ks were originally admitted to
dealings on the American Stock Exchange.

These st~ks were allocated to 75 separate s~ctalist
accounts. The ten specialists receiving the largest num-
ber of ~ese new st~ks are as follows

~umber oy stoc~
, Epec~alist received

Gilligan, Will ........................... 17

Dyer & Me.ire
Weir, Langel & Koerner ................. 15

Reiner & Bettman ........................ 14

Herman, ~udis & Heller ................... 13

May, Marks & Foshko .................... 13

Petta, ~fferty & Leonard ................. 13

Streicher & Streicher ............. ~ ....... 13

Adriance & Finn .............. ~ ........... 13

Bocklet & Bernhardt ...................... 12

To~l .................................. 139
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8took# Loo~ted at Post ~, ffectio~ A-F, D~rfmg thv P~rt~g J~ly 1956-J~.e 1961

GILLIGAN STOCKS ]

tin answer to item 7 of the quastionuaire sent to all AMS members, the 7 members listed below indicated that they had been registered in the stocks indicated
by an "X" beneath their name st some time during the 19~6-~1 period]

Stock Date J.P. L.E. F.M. B. [. R.A.
symbol Issuer registered Oilligan ! -A. Will Howard A~ter Samsou Yach- Sgambat Remarks

on AMS ~ nlu

ACE

AIR
ATC
ARM

AFC
ASX
AUE
BNR
BBB
CHO
CCB
CNC
CRO
CDT
CNN

CAE
.cuo

CRW
DIL
DXW

EBS
ELT
RC~

GFC

IIWL
KI

KLR

LC¥
LEF
MDT

NPC

NKM

NRK
OX¥
OKO
PKR
PRU
PEF
RTU

RBT
RSO
SAN

SVR
SST

SDR

SCR
SeC
UAP
WEY
WNT
"WOY

Acme Hamilton Mfg~ (changed Feb. 5,1956 X X
from Spear & Co, Yen. 20,

Ainswor th Mfg .................. U X
American Tractor ................ Js~. I, 1955 X
Armstrong Rubber ............... June 17,1950 X X

Associated Food Stores ........... May 3,19~ X X X X ................................
Associated L/mndries of America_; U X X X X ................................
Audion-Emenee Corp ............ July 14, I~0 ................................ XBan~er-~¢us~ ................. May ~, t~t ............................................ ::::::::: ..... ~ ......... ~ ....
Bartons Candy .................. Mar. 17, I~ ........................................... X

Apr. 19,1952 X X ................................ X X
Jtme 2~, 1960 X .......... X X
~ar. ~ 19,~ x x ..................... ’~ ..... :::::::::::::::::::::
OCt. 23,1957
sept. 7,19s~ .... ~ ......... ~ ......... ~ .... x~ -::-’-’:;:::’,--::::----::V_-::::::-:

Canadian Homestead Oils .......
Capital Cities Broadcasting ......
Cenco I~struments
ChromaHoy Corp
Co~oll~d Diesel Electric .....
Co~oDda~d ~ew P~flc ~ept. 17,

(ch~ged kern New Pa~flc
Coal & Oils, Feb. 30, I~).

Continen~l A~atlon & En~ .... I~y 14,
Cont~en~ Ma~rlals (cb~ged Oct. ~, 19~

from Cont~en~l Ur~um,
May ~, 1957).

Crowed Collier ~b .............. Oct. 13,
Distillers Co. L~ ................ U
Dome Pe~oleum (ch~ged ~om Sept. II, 1952

Dome Exploration, J~e ~,

Elec~Ic Bond & Share ........... U
EI-Tro~ ....................... Nov. 5,1~5
~ectro~ Corp. of Ameri~ ..... Nov. ~, I~

Ou~d Films ..................... May ~, 19~

Ha~l Bishop ..................... Dec, 3, I~

Howell Eleet~c MoOrs .......... Feb. ~, I~
K~ser ~d~ies ................. J~e 13, I~
Kirby Petroleum (ch~ged ~om Feb, 17,19~

~rby V~ 8~dlc, ~. 6,

~e~e~ Rub~r ................. ~uly I,
Kostin Corp. (cb~ged from May II, I~5

Kobacber SWres, J~. 3, I~I).
~]ede Christy C~y Prod ....... Nov. 16, I~
~f~urt ~ty .................. J~e ~, 19~
Moly~eni~ Corp. of C~a .... Apr. 2,19~
~ew I~is Mining & Chemi~L.. J~e ~, I~
New P~iflc Coal & Oil (chugs4 Sept. 17,19~

~ Co~lldated New P~iflc
Feb. 3, I~).

New Park M~Ing ................ ~uly
Nickel R~ M~es ............... ~pt.

X ........................................... Removed Nov. I, 1957.
X ........................................ Removed Feb. I, 1957.

................................................. i Removed May 17~
1960.

X X X X ...............................

X X X X
x x ...................... :::::::: ..... ~ ......... ~ ....

X X X X ................................ Removed Oct. 28,195@.
X X X X , .......... , ........ , ............
X X ..................... X .....................

X X X X
X X ...................... ~:-’::.’.’.-.-." .....~ ......... ~ .... Transferred Mar. 9,

lg60.
X X X X ................................ Suspended .}’an. I~,

1961.
X X ..................... X ..................... Transferred May 1961

for 90 days.
X X X Xx x ...................... :.::_::.:~ .....~ ......... i ....
X X X X ................................

X X X ...........................................
X X .............................. X X
X X X X ................................
X X X X ................................
X X X .........................................

5,194~ X X X X ................................

Removed May 9, 1957

~, 1956 X X X X ................................
North Rankln Nickel Mines ..... May I, 1959 ................................ X ................................
Occidental Petroleum ............ July 23,1959 X X X X
Okonite .......................... May i~5.1951 .... i ..... ::::::::::::::::::::: Removed Dec. 5, 19~8.
Parker Pen "A" & "B". ......... ----.~ ......... .~ ......... ~. ......... ~ .... _ ...............................
Paramount ~oters ............... ~Uly t, 19~5 ...................................................... X .......... Removsd May 3, 19~8
Perfect Circle .................... U X X X X
ResdingTube--eommon ......... Aug. 27,1~57 X X .................... ::"’":--":"l::"-’::---:""-’--’"":"" Removed Dec. 14,19~)Rcadlng Tube--Pfd .............. Jan. 12,19~6 i X X ..................................................., Do.Reaves Brcadcasting & Dev ...... Sept. 4, I~0 1 .......................................... X ....................
F. C. Russell ..................... Nov. I, I~4 ! X X X X

X ........................................... Removed Dec. 4, 19M

X X
.................... -~--~ .... :::::::: ::::::::::::
..................... X

X X ................................

................................ X X Removed Feb. S,
X X

..................... ----X .... :::::::::::::::::::::

................... :::::::::: ..... ~. .........~ .... Re~o~ed X~. ~,

San Carlos Milling ............... Mar. 2~, I~6 X X
Selby Shee ....................... U X ..........
Servomechanism ................. Nov. 21,19~5 X X
Silver Miller Mines .............. July 12,19~6 X X
Sllvray L/ghting_ ................ Apr. 12,19~6 X X
Spear & Co. (changed to Acme Feb. 5,19~6 X X

Hamflten Mfg., Jan 20,
Standard Dredging--common & Feb. 20,1~38 X X

1~d.
Ststeco~-t Enterpr[ass ........ ~.. July 31,1957 .......... X
Stone Container .................. Apr. I0,1958 X X
United Aircraft Prod ............. Sept. 27,1946 X X
Weyenberg Shoe Mfg ............ May 15,1937 X X
Whltmoyer Lebe ................. ~,~ay 3,1~I .......... X
Woodley Petroleum .............. Dec. I0,1948 .......... X

z This list of stocks at Post 23, Sections A-F, may not be complete since information on stocks in which James OLlligan was the registered speclalis~ is not
available for the period 1956-1959.

~ U--Admitted to unlisted tcadiug privileges on the American Stock Exchange prior to Oct. 1,1934, except Parker Pen" B" which was admitted on Oct. 2~,
1951.
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Clearing agent

Levien, Gceenwald & Co .....

Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & CO.

Wagner, Sintt & Co ..........

Schwe[ckart & Co
Hoppm Brothers

Andrews Posnor & Roths-I
ch~ d.

L. F. Rothschild & Co

Giillgan, Will & Co ..........

L. A. Mathey
Ernst & Co

&udrews,Po~ner &
Rothschild.

~ehweickart & (30 ............

Joint specializing account Accotmt designation

S. Holler, J. Herman, L. Herman, R. Herman, Investment aceotmt...
R. Judts.

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................
M. Furman, T. Mar~alJs & Co ....................... do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ........................................... ~nvestment No. 2
account.

..... do ................................................ do .................
$. Petta, V. Leonard, L. Petta .................. Investment

..... do ................................................. do .................

..... do ........................................... , ..... do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................ do
J. Hock, V. Grande, F. Granda ................. ~ Long term ............
R. Koerner, R, Bau ............................. Investment account.._

..... do ........................................... ’ ..... do .................

..... do ................................................ do .................
E. 8talnhsrdt N. Loft, O. Berkman, Andrews,, Long term

Poaner & Rothschild. I
L. D. B~bcock & Co.--Benedlct and Vincent i ..... do .................

Mann.
Y. Dyer, V. Mann, W. Benedict, L. B~bcock .......... do .................
B. 8~Jnsoll, Oilhgall, Will & Co ................. Long term NO 1 ......

..... do ........................................... Long term No. 2 ......
..... do ............................................ Long term No. 3 ......
L. Howard, F. Alter, O~llgan, Will & Co ....... New Investment

No. 3.
..... do ................................................ do .................
..... do ................................................ do .................
..... do ................................................ do .................
..... do ................................................. do .................
..... do ................................................ do .................
L. Howard, F. Alter, Ollllgan, Will & Co ....... Long-term No. 4

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................. do .................

..... do ........................................... Leag-term No. 5

..... do ................................................ do .................

..... do ................................................ d0 .................

..... do ........................................... Oxy Joint long
M. L. Weiss & Co. aud Reich & Co ............. Investment account__.[

..... do ................................................ do .................
Mann, Fsrrell, .m~hi & Gr~na ................. Long term ............
Charles Leichner--Ernst & Co .................. I~vestmeat
Left Brc*., John Wise & Frank McCormaeJt ......... do ................
Milton E. Rolner & Co .............................. do .................

(3. Kelly, Masb~son & Co. and S~3weicksxt & Co. ..... do ................
..... do ................................................ do .................

Shams Security

3,600 I Clary Corporation.

lO, O00 I Bailey Salburn Oil & Ge~ Ltd.
2.000 ~ Loml Electronics Corp.
1,000 National Presto Industries, Inc.
1,000 Rollins Broadcasting, Inc.
2, 425 Gulf & Western Industries, Inc.
1,375 Spencer Shoe Corp.

~00 Chembrough-Pond’s, Inc.
550 Gulf & Western Industrtee, Inc.

1,395 [ S ncer Shoe Corp
2,000 I ~oeomnpudyne Corp."
3, 0~ Gianninl Controls Corp.
1,000 Hydromatles, Inc.
2,001 Puritan Sportswear Corp.
1, f~}0 Barnes Engtueermg Co.
5,000 Colonial Sand & Stone Co. Inc.
2,~02 Communlty Pub Ic Servlc~ Co.
1,5@4 Wickes Corp. (not now a speclallzing

stock).
~00 Gilbert (The A. C.) Co.

2,038 Wllliams-McWilhams Industries~ Inc.

I, 000 Olob¢-Unlon, Inc.

~,00@ Canadian Wilhston Minerals, Ltd.
4, 792 United Aircraft Products, Inc.

45,061 Acm~-Hamlltoa Manufacturing Corp.
2, 600 United Alrcra~t Products, Inc.
2, 02~ Consolidated Dlessi Electric Corp.

63,959 North Rankln Ntekel Minas, Ltd.
2,1~3 New Park Mlnlng Co.
3, 827 Perfect Circle Corp.
8, 390 Consolldated New Pacific, Ltd.
1,005 Howell Electric Motors Co.
2, ~ PeHect Circle Corp.

7, 77~ Occldent~l Petroleum COrp.
15, 4~ Consolldated New Paci~c, Ltd.
4, 025 Capltal Cltles Broadc~stinZ Corp.

16,200 8ervomechanlsms Inc.
1,8~0 ~ Consol dated Diesel Electric Corp.

13,827 i Occldantal Petrcletun Corp.
I, 000 ~ Wlek~s Corp. (not reglsterad es’a special.

let slmce ~uly 17,1961).
~ : Standard For~Ings
,~0 Louismna Land and Exploration Co.

5,9~044 Wagner Baklng Corp.
Old Town Corp.

2,712 St. Lawrence Corp., Ltd.

I,~00 Daraloy Co.
1,,~00 ! Larchfleld Corp.

t Ng"~E --In addition to .the long-term or segregated positiom~ reported on the annexed schedule the firm el I. 8treicher & Co. report that at October 23 19~19u. ~of the 31.s~euri.tl.es in w.hach they specialise they maintain tong-term Pusltions in 15 of them. They furtber report that of these 15 stocks the long.term position
m io are suostantmi and m the remaining/f, the long-term positten is nominal.
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APPENDIX VI

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE FLOOR TRADINO RULE

Although, as has been pointed out in the text, the basic
data from which floor trading can be studied, i.e., the

floor trading reports, may be substantially inaccurate,

certain statistical studies have been made to determine
whether the 1959 restrictions placed in Rule 110 have

been effective in controlling floor trading activity. The

new rule became effective on June 15, 1959. Five months
prior to the rule change, January through May 1959, and

five months subsequent to the rule change, July through

November 1959 were chosen for study.

These studies show that the 1959 changes in Rule 110

have not been particularly effective. From January to

May 1959 floor traders’ purchases and sales amounted to

about 2.0 per cent of all purchases and sales on the Ex-
change and from July to November 1959 their relative

activity was only slightly less--l.8 per cent. 1 (See Chart

A). As was found in previous studies, floor trading was

concentrated among a small number of members with 25

traders accounting for 78 percent of all floor trading.

(See Chart B). The new floor trading rule did not pre-

vent floor traders from concentrating in active stocks~

In both five-month periods floor traders eJected approxi-

mately 30 percent of their purchases and sales each week

in one or more of the ten most active stocks’on the

Exchange that week. (See Chart C). Moreover, they

were relatively more prominent in these active stocks

than in other stocks. (Compare Charts A and C). With

respect to floor traders’ proclivity to trade with the price

trend (a tendency noted in other studies), the data for

1959 showed that, on rising prices, floor traders had larger

purchases on balance after the rule was adopted than

before. (See Chart D).

1 This reduction could have been a reflection of the smaller
Exchange volume in the latter period since studies have shown
repeatedly that floor traders are relatively less active in Inactive
markets.

CHART A
Floor Trading on the Amertcatt Stock E~clmnge in

All Stocl~s

[Weekly, Yanuar y-May 1959 and ~uly-Novem~r

Floor
Floor traders’

Total traders’ P and S
Exchange purchases as percent
volume and of 2 x total

s~les Exchange
volume

1959
9 ..................... 8, ra0~, 2.55 ] 421, 4~00 2.4

23 ..................... I0,173, 530 420, 240 2.1
30 .................... I0, ~I, 355 3~8,300 I.~
6 ..................... 8,334,560 244,500

13 ..................... 8,345,990 2~8,159 120 ..................... 9,175,040 353,975 1. g
27 ..................... 7, 776, 030 253, 375 I 6
6 ..................... 10,755,295 353,640 1.6

13 ..................... 13, 477. 930 455, 600 I. 7
20 ..................... 14, 246, 910 463,800 1.6

3 ..................... 10,236,435 408, 5,.~0 20

Weeks ended.

January

February

March

April

~Potal, ~anuary-May 1959 .......

Weeks ended:

1959
~uly lO .....................

Aug~lst 7 .....................

September 4 .....................

October 2 .....................

November 6 .....................

Total, ~uly-November 1059 .....

6,099,485 245, 600 : 2.0
6,343,710 254,840 2.0
6, I01,830 214, 420 I. 8
5,077,210 239,830 2.0
6,229,845 176,075 1.4
5,123, 525 197, ~00 i 1.9
4,~01,18~ 169.675 I 2.0
3, 703,745 176, ~0 2.4
3,848, I05 92, 030 1 2
3, 629, 000 70, 690 I. 0
4,362,510 117,000 1.3
5,156,025 141,8,50 1 4
4,134, 225 174, 400 2.1
5,980, 4,’;0 105, 40~ 1.3
4,1.59, ~ 1.33, ~0~ 1.6
4,451,930 l~, 490 1.8
6,182,600 261, ~60 2.1
4, 560, 0~0 203,100 2.2
5, 9~7,935 239,400 2 0
6,804,22O ~ 240, O00 1 8
6,083,14.5 ! 183, lflO 1.5

107,151,040 3, 794,060 I. 8

Source- Summary of members’ reports of Exchange trading (Form I-HR)
filed with the Commission by the Exchange.
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CHART B

25 Most Active Floor Traders on the American Stock Exchange in 1959

Rank

4

7
8
9

11
12
13
14
15

16

IS

2O

22~

N. L. Nathanson .................................. *. ..................
Milton Sabin ..........................................................
Louis W. Alter ..........................................................
George J. De Ma[tin! ................................................
S. Denman ......................................................

Daniel Schwartz ......................................................
W. T. Wnestehube ...................................................
Albert Marks .........................................................
F. Walln ................................................................
Reginald H. Morgan ..................................................

Releh & Co .............................................................
Hugh D. Newman .......................................................
B. Rh~e~ ...............................................................
$ M. M~ley ............................................................
Wallace Gardner .........................................................

Eugene F. Duau .........................................................
R. E. Dowiing ...........................................................
Harry J. Llpm~n ........................................................
C, E. Judson & Co .....................................................
D. E. Graham ........................................................

Robert B. Peck ..........................................................
R. 8gambat ..............................................................
David H. Cohen .......................................................
W. J. Bersmth ...........................................................
W. J. IIalpem ..........................................................

Total, 25 most active .....................................................
Total, other floor traders .................................................
To~al, zll floor traders ....................................................

Total shares
purchased
and sold

1,800,808
1,381,170
I, 274.173
1.133,300

Purchases

Percent of
Shares all floor

trading

899.650 11 4
710,530 9.0
603, ~2t 7.6
490,200 6,2
458. b~O 5.8

Sales

Percent of
Shares all floor

670. 352

Som~: Floor trading report~ (Form MT) filed with the Exchange.

59

96-746 O--63----~pt. 4~53
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Floor Trading on the American ~tock l~zchange In 10 Most Active Stocks Each Week

[Weekly, January-May 1959 and July-November 1959]

Total
Exchange
volume

Weeks ended:
19~9

~’anuary 9 .................................................................... I, 9M, 800
16 .................................................................... 2,8~4, ~0
23 .................................................................... 2,061,200
30 .................................................................... 2, 676, 5~

February 5 .................................................................... I, 707, 800

20 .................................................................... 1,802,500
27 .................................................................... 1,611,900

March 0 .................................................................... 2, 043, 8~0
13 ................................................................... 3,152, 9~0
20 .................................................................... 3, 369, 8~
27 .................................................................... 3, 432,

17 .................................................................... I, 362,

May 1 .................................................................... 1,677, 9~0

15 .................................................................... 1, 207, 200

29 .................................................................... I, 676, 600

Total, January-May 1959 ...................................................... 42, ~, l~0

Weeks ended:

24 .................................................................... I, 382, 8~0
31 .................................................................... 1,400,300

August 7 .................................................................... I, 247, 200
14 .................................................................... I, 107, 300
21 .................................................................... 699, 700
28 .................................................................... 612, 200

SopLember 4 .................................................................... 458, 300

IS ....................................................................
25 .................................................................... [ ~,200

October 2 .................................................................... 849, 900
O .................................................................... 93~. 200

16 .................................................................... 881,200
23 .................................................................... 649,
30 .................................................................... l 1, 069, 700

November 6 .................................................................... [ 7~, ~00
13 .................................................................... 941,

Total, ~uly-November 19~9 ....................................................

299, ~0

215,

4’>, ,~0

~2,

77,
~,l~
73,

105,

Floor traders’
P and S as

Derceut of 2 X
total exchange

volume

4.0
3,4
35
56
3.8

&6
35
39
2.7
2.8

26
28

12
34
LO
2.6

3.9

35
31
2.8
34
2.9
4.8
3.0
&3
2.0

L0

20
39

~2
2.4

2.8

Floor traders’
Floor traders’ F and S ta I0

purchases ~ stocks as
and sales percent of all

floor trading

575, 724I 27.1
~o3, 330I 34 2

7~1oo I ~4.4

@, 9i2. 7%-- 29 ~

Source: Floo~tradhag reports’(Form MT) filed wlth the Exchange.

C~AS~ D

Transaction# of Floo~ "Pro~er~ on the American Stock
Ezckange in 10 Most A cgiz~e Stocks Eacl~ Week, Re-
gated to Pr{ce Movement

[January-May 1959 and July-November 1959]

Weekly price movement of
each s~ek

January-May 1959:
Increased ...................
Decltned ...................
Unchanged ~ ................

Total .....................
,~uly-November 1959:

Increased ...................
Dechned ..................
Uncl~nged ; ................

Total .....................

I Floor traders’
Floor triflers’ Floor trad.ers’] purchase (±)

purch~se~ ~s~ or ~le (--)

997,850 1, 00o, 400 i -2, ~.~
12~, ~oo ltO, 8c~ [

I, ~21,550 1, 493, ooo I - 73, ~.~.0

366, 575 357,175 ] +9, 400
07,200 86, 2~3 / ~19, ~0

5~5, 675 5~6, 475 -~ g’-~ ~

)~int or less.Including changes of H of a

Source: Floor trsd~g reports (Form MT)filed w~th the Exchange,
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AeexxDIX VII
Transactions at Market Openings and Clostngsz el Two Selected Floor Traders on the American Stock Exchange

All Stocks, 1959

"Tick"

Louis V¢. Alter

Purchases Sales

Number ell Percent of Number of Percent of
shares. total shares total

Opening transactions"
Plus .................................................
Zero plus ............................................
Minus ...............................................
Zero minus ..........................................

Total ..............................................

Closing transactions.
Plus .................................................
Zero plus ............................................
MlnUS ...............................................
Zero ~olnus ..........................................

Total ..............................................

Total tran~actlons, open and elo~e .................
AJl transactions m 1959 ..................................
Open and close transactions as percent o[ all transactions .............

27,300 45 6 57,400
14,100 1,500

59, 900

10,400 15 1 17, 000
21,300 30.9 18,500
8.200 11.9 200

29,000 42 1 7,300

68,900 I00 o 43, 000

128,800
603, 821 ............

39 5

100 0

670, 352 ............

George Y De Martini

21 3 ............

Purchases Sa!es-

Number of Percent of ! Number of Percent of
shares total shares total

18
76
3
0

lOO

277 8,400 207
65 2 22,100 54 4
I 7 6,700 16.5
5.4 3,400 8.4

10~ 0 40,600 100.0

15. I00 32 3
15, 600 33 4
1,700 3.7

14, 300 ~0.6

46, 700 100 0

87,300 ............
490, 200 ............

17,600
71,
3,500

5O0

93,500

13, 400
17,500

3,2~0

85, 400

19 5 ............

37

3
9.(

128, 900 ............

17.8 ............ 20.(

t Includes transactions 10 minutes after opening and 10 minute~ prior to closing.
Source: Floor trading reports (Form MT) filed wtth the Exchange.

61
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APPENDIX XII-B

EXPLANATION OF STATISTICAL TABLES RELATING TO NASD DISCIPLINARY
ACTION S

Tables XII-11 and XII-13, as well as tables II-2 and II-3 in chapter II, were
prepared from a staff analysis of NASD records of its disciplinary actions decided
by district business conduct committees during the 3-year period 1959-61.1 In
this analysis only decisions arising out of formal complaints have been taken
into account and neither minor violation proceedings ~ nor informal actions, such
as "letters of caution," have bee~ considered. Also excluded from the analysis
were actions terminated or withdrawn prior to final decision, and decisions
entered in cases on remand from the Commission or board of governors in
instances where the original case was also decided during the period studied.

Unless otherwise indicated, 3 where references in the tables and in the text
analyses derived therefrom are made to violations alleged, found, or not found,
or to elapsed times they reflect the results and experience of the association’s
district business conduct committees, they do not reflect what, if any, impact a
board of governor’s decision might have had on such allegations, findings or
elapsed times. This exclusion was made for a variety of technical reasons. A
separate analysis of the effect of board actions on the cases included in the tables
revealed that, while the board reviewed a large percentage of the cases, its
actions (for various reasons) generally did not materially affect the statistical
pattern shown by the district decisions. Significant exceptions were found in
cases involving charges under the "commercial bribery" rule and the free-riding
and withholding interpretation.’

APPENDIX XII-B : TABLE 1.--NASD 1ormal co~zplaint actions decided by district
(1959-61)

[Number of actions]

District Tota

All districts ....... ] 809

2 ......................... 112
3 ......................... 37

6 ......................... 18

1961

288

14

1960

291

12
7
9

1959

23O

21
7

17

District

12.......................
13.......................

Total

71
72
35
62
72
140
61

1961

38

1960 1959

16

20

51
21

17
14
26

9
21
39
17

Source: NASD records.

APPENDIX XII-B" TABLE 2.--NASD minor violation proceedings, by district
(1959-61)

[Number of actions]

District Total

All districts ........ 84

1961

54

4

1960 1959

9 21

2 7

) ......................... 4 4 .............

District Total 1961 1960 1959

7 ........................ 2 ...... 1
8 ........................ 15 ...... 5 1

I0 ....................... I I ...........
11 ....................... 2 2 ...........
12 ....................... 441 43 .....
13 ....................... l i ............

Source: NASD records.

A summary of the cases analyzed, by district, appears in table 1.
A summary of the minor violation proceedings, by district, appears in table 2.
See, e.g., table XII-13 summarizing NASD free-ridin~ decisions.
See rules of fair practice, art. III, sec. 10, and pt. G.5.b(2), above.


